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Abstract

This study is aiming at (1) describing and analyzing the current implementation of academic supervision (factual model), (2) generating and analyzing academic supervision model as needed (hypothetical model), and (3) identifying and analyzing the effectiveness of a holistic model of academic supervision (the final model). The method employed in this research was the Research and Development (R&D) method, which was divided into three phases: a preliminary study, stage of development and evaluation stages. The data sources were the school superintendents, teachers, as well as students. Further, the data were collected by conducting interviews, questionnaires, and observations. Results showed that the current implementation of academic supervision was considered less effective. The academic supervision which is considered as appropriate for cultural art teachers is a holistic academic supervision. It involves school superintendents and cultural art teachers who are supervised, starting from the planning stage up to the follow-up stage, so that, a good relationship between them will be established. It is concluded in this study that a holistic academic supervision model is effective to enhance the professional competence of cultural art teachers.
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INTRODUCTION

A supervisor, in this case is a school superintendent or an educational unit superintendent, is assigned to have a full responsibility and authority to carry out the academic and managerial supervision in all schools under their educational units. The Government through the Ministry of National Education has issued a National Education Ministry Regulation Number 12 Year 2007 on Supervisory Standard for School/ Islamic Based School which regulates the supervisory rules (Department of Education and Culture, 2012).

Supervisory activity refers to the elements of coaching. However, the current academic supervision has not met the expectation. Widodo (2007), in his research, found that the implementation of supervision by supervisors in Indonesia is still far from the theory of supervision. The current implementation of supervision still tends to be conducted as the inspection or moni-
toring activities only. Supervision which is done by the supervisor also has not done routinely and it seems only to find the fault of the teachers. In other words, the current supervision activities have not been appropriate for the actual needs of teachers.

Based on the researcher’s own experience during the time serving as a teacher, supervision has never been done optimally. Supervision is merely a physical administrative procedure. It comprises the monitoring activity related to the comprehensiveness of the teachers’ teaching aids and other administrative documents, such as syllabus and lesson plan. Whereas, teacher mastery in comprehending the subject receives less attention. If a teacher does not master the material or subject they have to teach, it will never be detected. It seems contradict to the main substance of academic supervision which is supposed to supervise the learning process including the teacher mastery of the material.

Based on researcher’s own observation in the research field and the initial interview with several Senior High School/Vocational High School’s teacher superintendents on February, 2015, it was found that the current supervision model is still general and administrative. It specifically examines the completion of teacher’s teaching aids and documents, while the teacher’s comprehension in mastering the subject based on the characteristic of the cultural art subject receives less attention. A supervisor conducts the supervision based on the supervisory instrument or program that they create themselves. At the time of supervision at schools, they rarely enter the classroom and just observe the learning process from outside the classroom. Later, they will use the supervisory instrument to assess the teacher’s performance. The supervisory instrument itself is similar to every other subject, including cultural arts.

Each subject has different characteristics, so that, the supervision instrument needs to be created differently from one subject to another subject based on each characteristic. However, in reality, especially in Semarang Regency, the supervisors use the same supervision instrument model for every subject they supervised. Therefore, the supervisors can only assess the general ability of the subject teachers (the administrative requirements), while the teacher mastery of the subject is less able to be measured. The cultural arts as a school subject has its own characteristics. It requires teachers to conduct the teaching and learning process by using certain methods which reflect the characteristics of the subject. Thus, students can receive cultural art materials and experiences maximumly in order to achieve the learning goals as stated in the educational unit curriculum which is allowing students to appreciate, create, express, and respect humanity.

Teaching cultural arts is not enough by only giving theory or delivering lectures, but more to give chances to the students to directly express, create, and appreciate feelings and ideas. In learning art education, aesthetic experience is considerably important to form the students’ personality. Aesthetic experience which forms the characteristics of the students, creativity which establishes the students’ creative soul, as well as art appreciation which forms the students’ appreciation for the environment are some of the specific purposes which are owned by cultural art subject. In the end, all of the purposes lead to the general aim of learning which is the educational purposes in school itself (Ambarwangi, 2014, p. 39).

The above things should be a concern of related parties to finally create an appropriate supervision model of the cultural art subject. The supervision model has to comprise all aspects, including the administrative and academic aspects that pay more attention to the characteristics of cultural arts. This is what researcher called as holistic supervision model. Anyone supervises cultural art subject will do the supervision appropriately if there has been a proper supervision model with specific instruments for the cultural art subject.

The content of art and culture as mandated in government regulation num-
ber 19 in 2005 about National Education Standard is not only presented in one subject, since the culture itself comprises all aspects of life. The cultural art education is given at school because of its unique role which could not be carried out by other subjects. The uniqueness lies in the provision of aesthetic experience in the form of expression, creation, and appreciation through the approaches of: “learning with art”, “learning through art”, and “learning about art” (Suharto, 2007, p. 211).

The educational characteristic of cultural art subjects has its own uniqueness that is different from other subjects. Cultural art subject actively involves human thoughts, senses, as well as physical skills. Therefore, in its supervision implementation, a supervisor has to employ an appropriate model, so that the teachers are able to design a teaching and learning plan with the appropriate and effective methods.

A holistic model of academic supervision is expected to solve the problem during the implementation of the current academic supervision. This supervision is expected to be able touch all aspects needed by the teachers. Teachers feel the need for the presence of a supervisor to correct and reveal their weaknesses. In the implementation phase of the suggested supervision model, a supervisor requires to observe the teachers’ teaching behavior. The results obtained are further analyzed and assessed. Later, coaching and follow-up are conducted in order to determine the next program.

Educational supervision is a formal guidance in a form of supervision and monitoring in order to fix the current educational condition in general as well as to improve the teaching and learning quality in particular. In addition, supervision is considerably needed in every implementation of educational program. As previously stated by Purwanto (1987), supervision is a planned guiding activity that is held to help teachers and school staffs to do their work more effectively.

Wiles as cited in Lola (2011) has formulated a concept of supervision as “the assistance in the development of a better teaching learning situation”. This formulation suggests that supervision services need to cover the whole teaching and learning situation, comprises: goal, material, technique, method, teacher, student, and an environment. The learning situations mentioned before need to be rectified and improved through supervision activities. Therefore, a supervision is expected to encompass a whole aspect of education and teaching.

The concept of supervision cannot be equated with inspection. While inspection underlines more to the power and authoritative, supervision tends to emphasize on the importance of friendship which is based on the provision of services and a better cooperation between teachers, because it is more democratic.

Supervision which closely relates to the learning activities is usually known as learning supervision. This learning supervision is defined as an attempt to stimulate, coordinate, and guide the development of teachers at school either individually or in groups with tolerance and effective pedagogical acts. Thus, teachers are more capable of stimulating and guiding the development of each student in order to participate in a more democratic society (Soetopo, 1982).

In line with earlier argument is Glickman (1981) who mentioned that academic supervision is a series of activity in helping teachers to develop their abilities in managing the learning process in order to achieve the learning purposes. Therefore, the essence of academic supervision is a professional assistance given to teachers so that the teachers can increase the learning quality (Daresh, 1981). In other words, it helps teachers to increase their professional ability.

A holistic academic supervision in this study is the ability of a supervisor to comprehend a whole aspect of guidance activity for teachers, starting from the stage of planning, implementation, evaluation, as well as the follow-up. It includes
the characteristics of cultural art subjects. The characteristic here is a unique part of the cultural art subject which is only employed by this subject and cannot be found in other subjects, like, mathematics. This is because cultural art subject has its own specific learning goal which also leads to the more general learning purposes.

A holistic academic supervision also have to pay attention to the whole general aspect as in the academic supervision. Furthermore, several specific aspects relating to the character and cultural art learning goal are also included here.

METHOD

Research and Development (R&D) is implemented as the research method in this study. R&D method is selected since the method is usually used to produce or develop a certain product and to test the effectiveness of the product (Sugiyono, 2009, p. 407).

The Research Procedure

There are ten steps in R&D method as stated by Borg and Gall (1989). However, in order to be more effective and efficient in its implementation, Samsudin (2009, p.92) has simplified the steps in three main steps. The three steps are applied here. First, a preliminary study which includes literature studies, field studies, and a description as well as analysis of the findings (factual model). Second, the stage of development and result, comprises the steps of: 1. The formulation of format and the product design; 2. The development of product; 3. Validation by experts; 4. Evaluation and revision. Third, The limited trials; The evaluation and improvement of the final product; and Lastly, the final result of product.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

In a preliminary study, the implementation of academic supervision is limited to certain teachers. There are teachers who often supervised, otherwise, there are also teachers who rarely and never supervised. Supervisors usually conduct the supervision generally, equating cultural art with other subjects. They also has not touched the aspects cultural art characteristics. This is understandable because the supervisors have different scientific backgrounds with the cultural art teachers.

Academic supervisory plan that includes visitation schedule to target schools yet to be disseminated to the target schools. Socialization itself is important to synchronize the program with a program that has been created by the school. Realization schedule often does not correspond with what has been planned. Currently, visitation schedule is usually incidental.

Different results expressed by some teachers during the observation. They argue that the supervision performed is usually incidental. The important point is that all teachers are supervised. Therefore, supervision can only be conducted in the common way by monitoring or checking the teaching document administratively. Usually, the supervisor visits the school during the academic crucial moments, such as the semester examination or national examination right after the teacher certification assessment. It happens since the supervisors’ educational background is different to the teachers they are supervised.

At the stage of the implementation of academic supervision, supervisors supervise the teachers based on the supervision instruments. It comprises the supervision instrument of: lesson planning, learning implementation, as well as the learning assessment. Based on the researcher’s own observation in the field, the supervision is mostly conducted administratively by only checking the teaching and learning documentation, so that the instrument used in the supervision is only the lesson planning instrument. Whilst, the learning implementation instrument is rarely or sometimes never be carried out, because the supervisors never do classroom visitation.

The essence of academic supervisi-
on is seeing the performance of teachers while they are teaching in the classroom. Since the academic supervision is actually a professional help given by supervisors to improve the quality of learning, so that, measuring the teacher’s ability in teaching is supposed to be done while observing the actual classroom teaching and learning.

Another challenge in supervising cultural art teacher lies on the cultural art teachers themselves. The teachers seem to still confused on where should they bring their subject. All this time, learning has not led to the aspects or characteristics of the cultural arts, so that the teachers have not known the direction that will be addressed by the subject yet. This will cause difficulties for teachers to design the appropriate learning models. Relating to this, the supervisors admit that they have not known what kind of competencies that should be owned by teachers of cultural arts. This causes more difficulties for the cultural art teachers to really understand of what kind of competencies needed by their students in order to produce potentially prepared graduates.

In the evaluation stage, the supervisor evaluates what has been planned and done before. He writes an administrative report on supervision that has been done on the teachers.

The supervisory model as described before, shows that the current supervision has not met the concepts and principles of the ideal supervision because of its poor planning. It is said so since the supervision is realized on the initiative of the supervisor based on the monthly program. Moreover, the supervision implementation is conducted administratively only, by checking several teaching documents, so that the instrument used is only limited to the lesson planning instrument. In addition to this is the use of a general instrument. It means that the instrument used in the supervision has not reflected the true characteristics of the cultural art subject. Meanwhile, the supervision evaluation is only given in a form of supervision activity report. Supervision which has been carried out tends not to be followed up.

Results on the teacher’s working performance research as well as number of supervision which has ever received by teachers show that the supervision which is carried out by supervisors are varied. Results of the study on teacher feedback regarding to the implementation of supervision carried out by the school superintendents showed that the majority of respondents felt that the supervision had not met the teacher’s expectations. There were 60% of respondents argued that the supervision was not conducted regularly and usually without a fix schedule. 80% of respondents felt that the supervision they encounter did not fit their scientific background. Furthermore, 60% of respondents said that the supervision was done in a sudden notification or even without an initial notification. Moreover, 60% of respondents argued that the supervisors seemed to only find the fault of teachers during the supervision. In addition to this, 80% of respondents said that the supervisor never distributed questionnaires to collect data and information from both teachers and students. Finally, as many as 60% of respondents argued that the supervision was not conducted continuously and sustainable.

Results of a preliminary study on the implementation of the current academic supervision has several disadvantages they are compared to the ideal condition of an academic supervision, as follows:
1. Supervision tends to be administrative, so that the instrument used is only the lesson planning instrument.
2. Supervision is done based on the program created by the supervisor, while it supposed to be done based on the initiative of the teachers.
3. Supervision is not carried out according to schedule, as a result, teacher missed the opportunity to have the classroom visitation supervision.
4. Not all teachers are supervised, while all teachers supposed to have the equal opportunity to be supervised, as a result, some teachers do not receive the
benefit of supervision.

5. There are still negative attitudes shown by most of old —more experienced— teachers, whereas, in the ideal condition both supervisor and the teachers should work together to create a harmonious relationship in doing supervision, as a result, difficulties faced by teachers are not identified.

6. Supervision has not been done in a continuous, systematic and sustainable way, while ideally supervision should be done systematically and sustained, as a result, the increase in teachers’ ability in teaching can not be monitored.

7. The individual supervision is conducted when examining the of learning administrative document, whilst in the ideal condition it should be done in the classroom after seeing the teaching performance of the teachers, as a result, the teachers’ ability in teaching cannot be known.

8. A total of 80% of responses expressed that supervisors never distribute questionnaires, while in the ideal condition the questionnaires have to be distributed to collect data from students about the teachers who are supervised.

9. Supervisor rarely examined the conformity between curriculum and the actual needs of learners, whilst in the ideal condition it needs to be routinely evaluated by the supervisor, consequently, the teachers do not have a sufficient understanding related to the professional competence of a cultural art teacher.

Based on the overview and analysis of the current academic implementation, a factual model of supervision can be illustrated, as follows Figure 1.

From the figure above, stages of the current academic supervision are described, as follows:

1. The school superintendent supervises the target school based on their own initiatives (step 1).
2. The supervision is done based on the

![Figure 1. The Factual Model of the Academic Supervision Implementation](image-url)
annual program which is created together. Based on the annual program, the semester program is then created, and so does the monthly program. Here, in the monthly program, the supervisor visitation is scheduled.

3. Supervisor visits the target schools. He brings all the administration instruments.

4. The supervisor supervises the teachers in target schools and aiming at checking the completeness of a teacher’s administration document (the syllabus and lesson plan), and also to identify the teacher’s competence (step 2).

5. During the process, the supervisor tends to use the lesson planning instrument more frequent. It is said so since the supervisor usually checks the teaching documents before a teacher is entering the classroom. The instrument related to the implementation and learning assessment is rarely used since the supervisor rarely observed the classroom directly.

6. The classroom is observed from outside the class.

7. The stage of evaluation is conducted through the supervision activity report.

The Conceptual Model Development

The design model is developed from the empirical model exploration result in the field of the literature review. Overall, a holistic academic supervision model is explained, as follows:

The Supervision Planning

The supervision program is started by the initial meeting between teachers and the school superintendent. The planning is created based on the teachers’ own initiatives. Teachers feel the need of supervision since they face several difficulties during the classroom teaching and learning activity.

In the initial meeting, the school superintendent, and the supervised teachers are identifying the need analysis together on the basis of (1) Information from the teachers; (2) the results of classroom observation; (3) information from students. Later, the supervision is conducted based on the need analysis instrument in a form of checklist.

The Supervision Implementation

The implementation stage or supervision implementation comprises visitation to the classroom which involves the supervisor, and the teachers who are supervised. During the class visit, a good relationship between the supervisor and the teachers needs to be established, so that teachers will feel guided, welcome, safe and motivated. The attitude of accepting and listening to the feelings of others, understanding others, so that people can be themselves is actually the developed attitude in artistic supervision. The classroom visit itself is conducted based on the need analysis in which the data was gathered from the previous observation.

The Evaluation and Follow-Up Supervision

Evaluation is done by discussing and analyzing the results of the implementation of supervision between supervisors and teachers who supervised in order to find solutions to the problems faced by teachers during the teaching and learning process.

The Hypothetic Model Development/Final

The final model is a model that has been validated and tested on a limited scale. Generally, a holistic model-based academic supervision can be explained, as follows:

The Supervision Planning

The supervision program begins with an initial meeting between teachers and the supervisor. The planning is created based on the initiative of the teacher. Teachers feel the need to be supervised because they find problems in classroom teaching and learning activity. The supervisor and teachers who are supervised cooperate each others in developing the
supervision timetable and programs. In the initial meeting, the supervisor and teachers who are supervised identify the need analysis based on: 1) Information from the teachers; 2) the results of classroom observation; and 3) information from learners. Based on the needs analysis, the supervisor and teachers who are supervised started to plan supervision program.

The Implemented Instruments
In conducting the supervision, the planning instrument, the learning implementation instrument (classroom observation instrument) as well as the classroom visit observation instrument is held by the supervisor. Another instrument which is also used by the supervisor is the learning assessment instrument which will be used in the evaluation stage.

The Implementation of Supervision
A holistic academic supervision is originated from the awareness of teachers towards their own weaknesses, thus, requiring a supervisor to help in fixing the weaknesses in them. The initial meeting between supervisors and the supervised teachers aims to plan and design a supervision program. The planning is based on a need analysis which is gathered from the observations conducted jointly by the teachers who are supervised and the supervisor. According to Fidarta (2009), the supervision technique of classroom observations should involve a supervisor to observe the teacher for one learning session. It purposes to: 1) determine the overall way of teachers in educating and teaching the students, as well as to recognize the teachers’ personality and way of teaching; 2) to perceive the response of learners.

In the stage of supervision implementation, here is a classroom visit which involves both the supervisor and teachers during the visitation. During the classroom visit, a supervisor needs to establish a good relationship with the teachers who are supervised, thus, teachers will feel guided, welcome, safe and motivated. The attitude of accepting and listening to the feelings of others as well as understanding others to make people to be themselves is an attitude that supposes to develop with the artistic supervision.

The classroom visit itself is carried out based on the need analysis in which the data are obtained from the results of previous observations. Classroom visit is undertaken as part of the supervision program in which the plan was created by both a supervisor and the teachers.

Evaluation and Follow-up Supervision
A holistic academic supervision has evaluation components and follow-up with the aim to assess whether the supervision has been carried out according to plan and the main purpose of supervision. Evaluation is done by discussing and analyzing the results of the implementation of supervision between supervisors and teachers who supervised and to find solutions to the problems faced by teachers in learning.

Based on the agreement between the supervisor and teachers who are supervised, at the stage of follow-up, a classroom observation will be conducted in order to see the teacher’s ability in teaching and their mastery towards the characteristic of cultural art teachers.

The following is the list of specific characteristics that distinguish this supervision model with other models of supervision:

a. The supervision initiative comes from both the supervisor and the teachers, thus, a good communication can be established.

b. The supervision is requested by the teachers in order to make a betterment of their weaknesses, whether it is true or false.

c. There is a feedback meeting after the supervision is conducted in order to discuss the results of supervision.

d. A complete series of supervision instruments, comprising the lesson planning as well as the implementation and assessment of learning which has been suitable with the characteristics of cultural arts.
e. Reinforcement which is intended to encourage teachers to not easily feel hopeless.
f. Follow-up to improve the weaknesses found during the supervision process.

The elements involved as the practitioner of this holistic academic supervision are (1) School Superintendent, (2) Teachers, and (3) Students. These three elements are closely related to each other and mutually supportive.

The school superintendent is assigned by the government through Department of Education to supervise schools under their authorities. The main tasks of a school superintendent (school supervisor) are: 1) to establish an effective communication with the teachers who are supervised and to monitor the implementation of supervision; 2) to carry out an academic supervision by providing a professional assistance to teachers according to the needs or difficulties had by teachers in classroom teaching, in this case is cultural art subject. Meanwhile, the teacher’s role is to convey the problems they faced to the supervisor in order to obtain the necessary assistance. And finally, the role of learners are to provide inputs to the supervisor about the teachers who are supervised.

Broadly, the hypothetical model (final model) is illustrated as follows Figure 2.

The following is the implementation procedure of a holistic supervision model:

The Planning Stage

In this stage, the supervision schedule (starting from the initial planning up to the follow-up) is created and the administrative requirement formats are arranged.

Some of the activities are:
1. The teacher took the initiative to request a supervision
2. After that, the teachers are asked to fill out a supervision plan based on the specific format which has been suited with the cultural art subject.
3. Schools or the teachers provide the learning documentation which has been suited with the rules of the cultural art learning.
4. Coordination is held between the supervisor and the school headmaster during the supervision.
5. The supervisor and teachers who are supervised hold an initial meeting to determine the need analysis and design a plan, including to do the administrative requirement checking by using a planning sheet.
6. The supervisors also requested information from the students about the teachers who are supervised.
7. In addition to the information given by the supervised teacher and the students, the supervisor also conducts a classroom observations (initial observation) to determine the weakness part of the teachers.
8. Both supervisor and the teachers analyze the classroom observation results.

The Implementation Stage:

The supervisor and the teachers conduct a class visit based on the agreed schedule.

The activities are described as follows:

The supervisor and teachers do the classroom visit supervision to follow up the classroom observation results by following the learning implementation supervision instrument. This activity is performed for about 15 minutes to observe several parts of the learning process. Here, the supervisor is allowed to intervene when the teacher was teaching as long as they hold to the principle of mutual respect.

The Evaluation Stage:

At this stage, the supervisor is required to assess whether the implementation of a supervision has been conducted as planned.

The activities are described as follows:

In this evaluation stage, the supervisor analyzes the classroom visitation supervision result. On the other hand, the teachers also have the opportunity to give
their evaluation towards the conducted supervision. The supervisor is also required to assess the ability of teachers in using the learning assessment instruments.

**The Model Validation and Focus Group Discussion**

The expert validation towards the development results of the supervision model is carried out by two university experts while the practitioner evaluation is conducted by a supervisor and a principal. Overall, the expert validation as well as the practitioners claim that the design of a
holistic model of academic supervision belong to a good category. It means that this supervision model is possible to be done with a little revision.

**Evaluation (The Trials)**

The holistic academic supervision model is tried out in SMK 1 Pringapus (Vocational High School 1 Pringapus), SMK NU Ungaran (Vocational High School NU Ungaran), SMK 1 Tengaran (Vocational High School 1 Tengaran), and SMK Mahesa PSAK Ambarawa (Vocational High School Mahesa PSAK Ambarawa). There are six cultural art teachers take part as the participants in the proposed model trials.

The trial is carried out before (pre-test) and after (post-test) the implementation of holistic academic supervision model. Prior to the application of the model, the trial subject is observed in classroom observation by a supervisor in order to see the ability of the trial subject in conducting a classroom teaching. The instrument used is the classroom observation instrument (the learning implementation focuses specifically on the cultural art subject). There are 20 components to be assessed and the scores of each component are arranged starting from 1 as the lowest score up to 5 as the maximum one. Thus, in overall calculation, a teacher can earn a minimum score of 20 and a maximum of 100. The results of classroom observations prior the implementation of holistic academic supervision model is considered as a pretest. Once the proposed model is applied, the classroom observation will be re-conducted and the results will be considered as the posttest.

The effectiveness of an academic supervision will be achieved if there is an increase in the ability of teachers in implementing the classroom teaching and learning activity, starting from the opening activity, the core, and the closing activity. The activity is arranged into 20 components. From the 20 assessed components, there are components of professional competence of the cultural art teacher. It aims to assess the ability of teachers in directing the lesson to be more contextual, appreciative, creative and expressive. The scores obtained from the classroom observation are converted in percentage and grouped in the category of Excellent, Good, Fair, and Poor.

The pretest and posttest results of observations from six trial subjects on the effectiveness of academic supervision can be seen in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
*Figure 3. The result comparison of classroom observation pretest and posttest*
The effectiveness level of the proposed model is determined using the index gain by comparing the results of the pre-test and post-test.

**Discussion**

The current implementation of academic supervision at schools is considered less effective. Instruments used are still using the same format for all subjects, although the cultural art subject actually has its own special characteristics. Furthermore, ideally, in order to supervise a cultural art teacher, the supervisor must have the same educational background or at least the same educational field as the teacher who is supervised.

Supervision which is done the school superintendent is also still uneven. There are teachers who are often supervised, on the other hand, there are teachers who are never been supervised. Teachers entitled to the same opportunity to be supervised, as proposed by Mukhtar and Iskandar (2013, p. 58). They argued that all teachers need and are entitled to a supervisor. Supervisors who do not visit schools to help teachers in solving their teaching problems can be categorized as autocratic and authoritarian. It will cause the feeling of unease on teachers, so they will feel resistance in sharing their problems to the supervisor. They do not believe in the concept of supervision as the process of sharing, helping, guiding, counselling and motivating teachers to solve problems they encounter in the classroom while teaching (Behlol, 2011, p. 35).

The proposed academic supervision model developed in this study is a model of academic supervision which is expected to meet the expectations or needs of vocational high school teachers, especially teachers of the cultural art subject. It is also created to suit the concepts and principles of supervision. The supervision is not expected to be conducted administratively, but rather to a more comprehensive package. It needs to comprise the more characteristic features which reflect the nature of cultural art teachers. The development of a supervision model as proposed in this study is also directed to enhance the professional competence had by cultural art teachers.

The supervision model developed in this study also aims to improve the effectiveness of supervision. This is in line with Afolakomi, Ordein and David (2007) and Holland and Adams (2000) who state that the supervision is carried out effectively to support professional development and improve the ability of teachers in teaching. The improvement of teachers’ teaching abilities has a very strong influence on the achievement of students as reflected in the learning outcomes. Therefore, in order to run an effective supervision, all stages proposed in this holistic-based supervision model should be implemented.

Supervision models developed in this study can be considered as an effective model. The model is initiated by the teacher. It means that teachers are not forced to undergo supervision. It is in line with what has mentioned by Kurniawan (2005, p. 109) that a duty or a function of an organization will be considered effective if it is free from pressure or tension. A similar argument is stated by Handoko (1995, p. 7) that a program is said to be effective if it has the right instruments to achieve its intended purposes. Here, the proposed model in this study has attempted to provide the proper instruments to achieve the expected goals. Later, after implementing the supervision, teachers are expected to receive an appropriate assistance as designed in the initial planning. This means that the supervision model developed in this study is effective. The supervision instruments which have been designed specifically to meet the need of a cultural art teacher will give assurance that the implementation of academic supervision of a cultural art teacher is going to be effective. Even, the detailed aspects as available in the instrument of supervision is possible to be used by all people even when he does not master cultural art as their educational background.

A holistic academic supervision
model allows classroom visitation which enables the supervisor and the supervised teachers to collaboratively involved in the activity. During the classroom visit, the supervisor is expected to maintain a good relationship with the teacher who is supervised, thus, the teacher will feel guided, welcome, safe and motivated. The attitude in accepting and listening to the feelings of others as well as understanding others in order to make people to be themselves is a kind of attitude that is developed in the artistic supervision. The classroom visit is carried out based on the need analysis in which data is gathered from the previous observation. The classroom visit is undertaken as part of the supervision program which is planned by both a supervisor and the teachers.

Classroom visit is conducted by a school superintendent in order to obtain the data needed by supervisor based on the need analysis. The supervisor needs a data sample since the supervisor wants to dig it deeper. The reason behind this is usually because: (1) based on the results of previous supervision, the teacher has a weakness in it; (2) it is based on the agreement between the supervisor and the supervised teacher on their initial meeting right after the end of the previous supervision; (3) teacher needs improvement on that specific field; and (4) the superintendent receives information that the teacher is weak in certain case (Pidarta, 2009, p. 100).

A good criteria of classroom visit by Department of National Education (2008) are as follows: (1) have a clear objective; (2) reveal aspects that can be used by teachers to improve their teaching ability; (3) using observation sheet; (4) establishing a good the interaction between supervisor and teachers who are supervised; (5) does not disrupt the learning process; and (6) conduct a follow-up activity. With the supervisor visits the class, the needed data can be obtained to improve the teacher’s weaknesses.

In the stage of evaluation, the supervisor and teachers who are supervised held a private meeting to discuss the results of classroom visitation and also the subsequent activities. The private meeting can be done formally or informally, before or after the classroom visitation (Department of National Education, 2008). Further, the private meeting also can be done after the class visit through everyday conversation. It means that the meeting is conducted in a relax atmosphere as if the supervisor and teachers are co-workers (Sri, 2011).

At the stage of supervision follow-up, the supervisor and teachers who are supervised need to do the learning observation. Further, the results are discussed and concluded whether the ability of teachers who are supervised is increased or not. If it is increased, the supervisor needs to appreciate it in order to maintain and further improved the accomplishment made by the teachers. On the contrary, if there is no improvement, supervisor has to give motivation and make plans for further corrective measures.

CONCLUSION

From the results of study, conclusions can be generated regarding to: (1) the current supervision model for cultural art teachers of Vocational High School in Semarang Regency; (2) The hypothetical model of holistic-based academic supervision to enhance the professional competence of vocational high school cultural art teachers; (3) The final model of holistic academic supervision which is considered effective to improve the professional competence of vocational high school cultural art teachers.

First. Up to these days, the implementation of academic supervision conducted by vocational high school supervisor in Semarang Regency for the cultural art teachers is still considerably general and has not met the needs of teachers as well as the characteristics of cultural art subject. The relationship between supervisor, headmaster and the teachers is relatively poor. Further, the supervision is still lack for observation or class visitation made by the supervisors or school supe-
rintendent. The supervision itself has not been evenly distributed to all teachers and teacher attitudes are still negative in facing the supervision since supervision is identical with assessment. As a consequence, it has not led to the professional competence improvement of cultural art teachers.

**Second.** The academic supervision model which is considered appropriate for vocational high school is a holistic model of academic supervision. It is believed that this model will be able to overcome the weaknesses of the current supervision which has been carried out over the years. This model can also give a new point of view regarding to the supervision, such as: supervision is not always carried out based on the supervisor’s initiative, it is not an inspection, it can help in solving the teachers’ problem in teaching, it is not an administrative checking, it may give a professional help for the teachers, it has reflected the cultural art characteristics, it is conducted based on the schedule, and it allows for an agreement regarding to the scope of supervision.

**Third.** A holistic academic supervision model can improve the effectiveness of academic supervision in terms of classroom observation. It will increase the ability of teachers in carrying out the teaching and learning activities in the classroom. Study on six test subjects was done to prove that there is an increase in the ability of teachers in conducting a classroom teaching with the level of effectiveness belongs to medium category. In addition to this, willcoxen test has shown that there is an increase in the effectiveness of the supervision.
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